Hand Schuller Christian Disease in Thoracic Spine: A Case Report and Literature Review
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The CT and MRI manifestations and clinical conditions of a thoracic HSC syndrome were analyzed. Plain CT imaging and reconstructions showed that T8 vertebral body was normal in shape, and map-like osteolytic bone destruction was seen on the left side and the vertebral arch with clear boundary. Soft tissue window showed a small amount of soft tissue mass on the left side of the vertebra. MR showed abnormal signal in the T8 spreading to the left vertebral arch. The findings showed that it is hypointense in T1 sequence, hyperintense in T2 and the fat-pressed sequence. The signal of intervertebral disc was normal. MRI enhanced scanning showed that T8 and its appendages were enhanced uniformly, and a few soft tissue around it was also enhanced in the same way. The postoperative histological examination was consistent with the Langerhans cell hyperplasia HSC disease of bone.
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Clinical Case

The patient was a 20-year-old male who complained of back pain for 2 months and progressive exacerbation for 1 month. No other discomfort symptoms were presented. Physical examination manifested as left side tenderness (+ +). The muscle strength of both limbs is not weakened, and the pain and warmth are not decreased. Laboratory examination of C-reactive protein (-), hemogram (-). The past history, personal history and family history are not special.

Image Features

CT of thoracic vertebrae showed that the thoracic vertebrae was normal in physiological curvature. T8 vertebrae was normal in shape and height. Lamellar osteolytic bone destruction was seen in vertebrae and left vertebral arch. The boundary of the lesion was clear as a whole, local bone cortex disappeared, and the abnormal soft tissue tumor was formed. No obvious abnormality was found in the intervertebral space (Fig. 1 CT).
On the plain MRI scan of thoracic vertebrae, the lesions of T8 vertebrae and left arch showed the lesion with hypointense on T1WI, hyperintense on T2WI and T2 lipid suppression sequence, surrounded by soft tissue, no disc involvement. The other vertebrae showed no obvious abnormality in morphology and signal. No abnormality was found in the shape and signal of all intervertebral discs, and no obvious stenosis was found in the same layer of vertebral canal and intervertebral foramen. No abnormal signal shadow was found in the spinal cord (Fig. 2a-d). MRI enhancement of thoracic vertebrae showed that the abnormal signals in T8 vertebrae were enhanced significantly, soft tissue around the vertebrae was also enhanced uniformly. There was no abnormal enhancements in other vertebrae (Fig. 2e).

**Figure 1:** Plain CT scan of thoracic spine (A: sagittal reconstruction in soft tissue window; B: axial soft tissue window; C: axial bone window; D: sagittal reconstruction) showed osteolytic bone destruction with some soft tissue mass formed in the T8 vertebra and the left arch.

**Figure 2:** MR Plain and enhancement scan of thoracic spine. (A, T1WI sagittal plain scan; B, T2WI axial plain scan; C&D: T2WI sagittal lipid sequence; E: T1 sequence coronal enhancement; F: T1 axial enhancement) T8 vertebral body and the left vertebral arch showed abnormal signal with hypointense in T1, hyperintense in T2 and fat-suppression sequence. Enhanced scanning showed obvious enhancement of the lesion uniformly.

**Histological Examination**

The patient underwent CT-guided biopsy examination, the pathological and immunohistochemistry results displayed as follows: CD1a (-), CD20 (-), CD21 (-), vimentin 20 (+), CK (-).
EMA (-), HLA-DR (+), Ki-67 (20% +), langerin (+), lysozyme (+), S-100 (+). (Fig. 3). The histological results indicated a disease of Langhans Cell Hyperplasia of Hand Skull Christian syndrome (Arico et al., 2003).
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**Figure 3:** Pathology and partial immunohistochemistry. (a)HE × 40; (b) vimentin 20; (c) S-100; (d) Ki-67 > 20%. Under the microscope, extensive eosinophilic Langerhans cells and vimentin 20 and S-100 dyed positive were seen.

**Follow Up**

After the definite diagnosis of LCH, the patient did not take special treatment. He went back home and kept observing the disease, and the pain was relieved gradually. Three months later, the patient's pain symptoms were obviously relieved and he reexamined MRI scan, the image performance was shown in Fig. 4.
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**Figure 4:** Plain MR scan (a, sagittal T1WI; B, sagittalT2WI; C, sagittal fat suppression T2; D, T1WI sagittal; E, axialT2WI) showed that the T8 vertebral body's shape is normal. Abnormal signal in the vertebral body and left vertebral arch and accessory was observed in T1WI sequence with hyperintense, mixed hyperintense in T2 pressure and fat suppression sequence.
Discussion

In the WHO classification of bone tumors (Fourth Edition) in 2013, LCH was classified as "Tumors without definite tumor properties", which was positive to define LCH as an intermediate (locally invasive) tumor (Aricò et al., 2003). Hand Skull Christian disease belongs to the acute inflammatory phase of bone LCH, which is manifested with bone destruction, histiocytosis and eosinophilic cell infiltration. The other two manifestations are letterer Siwe syndrome and eosinophilic granuloma (Arico et al., 2003; Sweasey and Dauser, 1989). The disease usually occurs on teenagers and children, less in adults. The ratio of male to female is about 2.5:1. The most common incidences of the disease are skull, rib, pelvis, long bones of limbs, and rarely in spine (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Reddy et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2017; Lazio and Stambough, 1994).

In this case, the onset age is not common in adult male, no abnormality was found in the vertebral morphology on the image either. However, there are still some characteristic signs indicating it probably benign, such as clear sclerosis border, slit shadow in the center of the lesions. In addition, after 3 months of follow-up, the scope of the lesion is limited, the sclerotic edge (arc-like hypointense in the T2WI imaging of MRI) is clearer, and the shape of the vertebral body is still normal, which further suggests the lesions to be benign. Previous reports (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Reddy et al., 2000) have shown that LCH of spine is osteolytic destruction of vertebra in different degrees on CT, and residual small bone fragments and soft tissue shadows can be seen in or around some lesions, most of them are accompanied with slight bone expansion, and slight sclerosis can be seen at the edge. In the active stage, bone destruction is the main manifestation, while in the repair stage, osteolytic destruction reduced whereas bone hyperplasia and sclerosis increased (Reddy et al., 2000). Hence the density increased in the CT images. The vertebra is compressed and flattened to be wedge-shaped, and obviously flattened vertebra can be shown as "copper coin sign" (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Zhang et al., 2010). MRI mainly showed abnormal changes in the shape, indicating a structural changes in the abnormal signal in the diseased vertebra. With the development of the disease, the vertebra compressed and flattened or disc-shaped, while the intervertebral disc presented no obvious involvements (Zhang et al., 2010; Krengli et al., 1996). In this case, we noticed that in the MRI images follow-up after 3 months, T1WI showed flaky hyperintense and adverse signal in the lipid compression sequence, which indicating an increased proportion of fatty composition in the lesion area. No relevant reference had reported (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Zhang et al., 2010) However the related pathological reference (Zhang et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013; Li Ruqi, 2015) indicated that the mononuclear macrophages could engulf a lot of fat to form foam cells during the process of inflammation. So we speculate that this may be the oriented source of high signal on T1 sequence.
The gold diagnosed standard of LCH is histological examination, that is, the characteristic of Langerin or Birbeck particles are found under the electron microscope (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Azouz et al., 2005). The pathological changes are composed of foam cells of mononuclear cells, eosinophils infiltrating and mononuclear macrophages that consume large amounts of fat (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Reddy et al., 2000). The disease could be divided into three stages through different pathological stages. First, proliferative stage, Langerhans cells gather and proliferate, the extensive infiltration causes osteoporosis. Second, granulomatous stage, with the progress of the disease, granuloma replaces the normal bone tissue, forming dead bone defects. Third, fibrotic repair stage, the disease is repaired, the granuloma will be replaced by fibrous tissue, and bone hyperplasia and sclerosis can be seen (Zhu et al., 2003). When the disease is in different stages of inflammation (Sweasey and Dauser, 1989; Reddy et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2003), there will be completely different imaging manifestations. In the acute stage, LC cells proliferate in large numbers and soft tissue masses form. In the repair stage, the inflammatory components were absorbed, Langerhans cells were reduced, and the soft tissue masses were reduced or disappeared. During the long-term inflammatory and repair process of LCH (Lee et al., 2017), the trabecular structure of bone was destroyed and collapsed, forming the sign of "Tongqian vertebra".

Since age and course of spinal LCH are different, the imaging manifestation vary, and it has been mentioned in previous literature the the single lesion of vertebrae is the most common (Zhu et al., 2003). This case is single onset and involves the vertebral arch, which could be easily misdiagnosed clinically. In clinic, it should be differentiated from the following diseases. First, spinal tuberculosis, Mycobacterium tuberculosis firstly destroy the vertebral endplate, and then invade the intervertebral disc through the destruction channel, which is easy to invade the adjacent intervertebral disc and cause the adjacent intervertebral space to be narrow (Azouz et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2003), which are the most important differentiation points between spinal tuberculosis and spinal LCH. Spinal tuberculosis is mostly osteolytic destruction of two adjacent vertebrae, most of the lesions are located in the back of the vertebrae, and the bone destruction is serious, which is fragmentary and wormlike, often accompanied by sand like dead bone, and the edge of the lesions is sclerotic (Zhang and Yuan, 2019). In addition, spinal tuberculosis is common to spread to the paravertebra and form a soft tissue abscess or to spread backward and form extradural abscess. MRI showed hypointense on T1WI and mixed hyperintense on T2WI both in the lesion and the intervertebral disc. Hypointense on T1WI and mixed hyperintense on T2WI when cold abscess was formed in soft tissue around the spine. In addition, most of the patients were complicated with tuberculosis poisoning symptoms, such as low fever, night sweat, and tuberculosis infection history. Second, pyogenic spondylitis, pyogenic inflammation is an acute non-specific inflammatory response caused by non-specific bacterial infection. In the process of
inflammatory response, a large number of neutrophils secrete proteolytic enzymes, which directly dissolve and destroy the intervertebral disc (Garg and Somvanshi, 2019). Pyogenic spondylitis can affect the vertebra and the intervertebral disc (Garg and Somvanshi, 2019). The osteosclerosis around the focus is obvious, paravertebral soft tissue abscess is diffuse, the boundary is unclear, and the vertebra basically maintains the original height. On T1WI, the signal intensity of the involved vertebra and the intervertebral disc increased, the volume of the intervertebral disc became smaller or disappeared, the residual part showed slightly lower or slightly higher signal, the fissure in the normal nucleus pulposus disappeared, and the sequence of lipid suppression showed equal high signal (Zhang and Yuan, 2019; Garg and Somvanshi, 2019) [12-13]. Most of them have the symptoms of persistent irritating, swelling and hot pain in clinic (Garg and Somvanshi, 2019). The leukocyte is significantly increased in laboratory examination, combined with clinical manifestations and laboratory examination, all those are helpful to distinguish them (Garg and Somvanshi, 2019). Third, spinal metastases, most of the metastases have a history of primary tumor. When several vertebral bodies are destroyed, and the lesions are distributed in a jumping pattern, often accompanied by pedicle destruction, no involvement of the intervertebral disc, and the paravertebral soft tissue masses are relatively limited (Xu Chen et al., 2015). MRI enhancement shows circumferential enhancement around the vertebral body, and most of the vertebral bodies are inhomogeneous and strong (Xu Chen et al., 2015). Its clinical symptoms are more severe and the patients suffered obvious pain. So it is easy to distinguish them by comprehensive clinical data and imaging characteristics (Xu Chen et al., 2015).

At present, there are no unified treatment guidelines for spinal LCH. Symptomatic support treatment is mostly used, including observation, support protection, low-dose radiotherapy and chemotherapy or surgery (Li Haogang et al., 2012). However, there is no evidence so far that clinical intervention can effectively affect the natural course of spinal LCH (Li Haogang et al., 2012; Haupt et al., 2013), and cause radiotherapy can result in spinal endplate injury, hence it is not recommended to the clinic first, especially for young people (Jiang et al., 2011). Some lesions can be treated surgically when the adjacent central nervous system is compressed.

**Conclusions**

The spinal LCH is rare in adults, when adults have vertebral bone destruction, and the adjacent intervertebral space is normal, there is no obvious infection or tuberculosis poisoning symptoms or the history of primary tumor, the possibility of LCH should be considered. The follow up image manifestations of the recovery period in the natural course of thoracic LCH showed unique high signal on T1WI sequence compared with the previous image reports, combined with the clinical symptoms relieved, which enriches our understanding of the natural courses of the LCH.
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